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INNOVATION
Our primary mantra has always been one of 
innovation. Within every category, we work relentlessly 
to bring something new to the market that solves a 
problem or creates a new opportunity.
 
Innovation is not only about engineering, it ’s also 
about riding, and imagining how people might want 
to ride in the future. It ’s about creating product and 
graphic design that is as beautiful as it is functional. 
It ’s about continuously delivering a bit more than 
you expected, as we take pride in the details. It ’s 
about finding new ways to share our love of the sport, 
creating stoke, and having as much fun as possible 
while we work on building the most innovative brand 
on the planet.

DIGITAL DESIGN
The first step to our process ensures that we develop 
ideas that are easily repeatable for production, and can 
be refined with absolute precision. This way, we can 
compare prototypes in their digital form, and make very 
clear iterative changes before taking them to the
next step.

RAPID PROTOTYPING
& TESTING
We are proud of our development centers, and the 
rapid prototyping processes within them. How quickly 
we can take a product from concept, through many 
stages of refinement, all the way to production, is a 
key tool. Within a few days, we can build a kite, board 
or foil, and have it tested in a variety of different 
conditions within minutes of our design center. 

DIGITAL MANUFACTURE 

Manufacture is changing constantly, and Airush pushes to 
be at the forefront of this. Kites are precision laser cut and 
assembled by programmable digital sewing machines, 
while components are subject to an array of in-house 
quality tests; for example, every single valve is digitally 
pressure tested before assembly. Surfboards and twintips 
are all CNC cut to ensure the highest precision.

GOOD OLD FASHIONED 
CRAFTMANSHIP
With all the technology, craftsmen remain essential. The 
tools have changed, but the desire and obsessiveness 
over the final details and build are as essential as ever. 
Our focus is to create the perfect item once, and then 
repeat it hundreds, or thousands, of times.

TECHNOLOGY DRIVEN RIDERS
The role of team riders within Airush is unusual; 
it ’s hard work, continuous testing, and product 
refinement. We have a small team of riders who have 
of ten grown up with the brand, learned how to test, 
and built products themselves, knowing that the 
resulting technology can make all the dif ference in 
freeride or competition.

WE TAKE PLEASURE 
IN THE DETAILS.

WE WORK RELENTLESSLY TO BRING SOMETHING 
NEW TO THE MARKET THAT SOLVES A PROBLEM 
OR CREATES A NEW OPPORTUNITY.



DURABILITY
Our commitment to durability is clear; We were the first 
company to offer a two-year breakage warranty on our 
twintips, we developed both the lightest and strongest 
surfboard on the market, and have set out to essentially 
double the lifespan of our kites. This is an ongoing 
endeavor.
 
The desire for this comes from a few places. Primarily, 
we want to build premium products to give you the best 
riding experience, and we understand that when you 
invest in something good, you want it to last. Secondly, 
we believe the path to reducing our environmental 
impact is by making everything last twice as long.

TWINTIPS
Nano Rods, Multi-Zone Biotech cores, Triaxial 
laminates, Sintered bases, and ABS reinforced inserts 
have changed the landscape of twintip constructions. 
As an example, Nano Rods started as a concept 
to reinforce tips for freestyle and improve torsional 
response. The results have been so significant that we 
put them into all of our premium freeride boards. It's not 
only about building a board that can survive the abuse, 
it’s about refining the feel to the point of perfection.

SURFBOARDS & FOILBOARDS
The starting point for every high-volume board 
is the core material, and our EPS core material 
is manufactured in-house so we can control the 
formulation for maximum durability. Wherever 
possible, we opt for a flexible sandwich construction, 
creating a stronger outer skin, while requiring less 
cloth and resin. Another key fundamental is epoxy bio-
resin; besides its significantly better environmental 
credentials, it's as much as five times the strength of 
polyester because of its molecular bonding. Other key 
new materials such as flax also offer up to 50% better 
performance in tensile elongation than regular glass.

KITES
Traditionally, canopies have been the key area to 
focus on for increased durability. It’s not only about 
tear strength, but also about having the canopy keep 
its shape and performance over time. By combining 
the highest performance canopy material with our 
innovative Load Frame that significantly reduces the 
load on the canopy, Airush kites feel better for longer, 
and can deal with much more abuse.
 
In addition to this, we continue to refine the smallest 
reinforcing and assembly details based on continuous 
feedback from our long-term test centers and customer 
service. Airush has reduced wear through smart 
reinforcing that does not add unnecessary weight, and 
by doing long-term lab and real-life tests on moving 
parts such as bladders, valves, flying lines, pulleys
and bridles.

FOILS
In the newer category of hydrofoils, the mechanical 
and structural challenges are quite unique and 
ever-changing as the category continues to evolve. 
All wings are manufactured from pre-preg carbon 
and glass to ensure the optimum strength to weight 
ratio. We use titanium bolts on all assembly points 
to limit the possibility of parts seizing up over time, 
which is a common problem with stainless steel 
bolts into aluminum or carbon components. Our CNC 
fuselage and assembly components create precision 
connections from the highest-grade raw material 
to keep the foils as rigid as possible, even with 
extended use.

WE BELIEVE THE PATH TO REDUCING OUR 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT IS MAKING 
EVERYTHING LAST TWICE AS LONG.



THOR HEYERDAHL CLIMATE PARK 
Carbon offsetting is often viewed as a corporate 
shortcut to mitigating some of the harm created without 
making any changes or engaging in the community. 
We have a different view, and are very fortunate to 
be part of a coalition of organizations involved in 
the development of the unique climate park named after the 
Norwegian explorer and early environmentalist, Thor Heyerdahl.

ONE TON FOR THE PLANET
 
For every kite or board purchased from Airush 
Kiteboarding, we will plant and nurture a mangrove 
tree to maturity within the Thor Heyerdahl Climate Park. 
Each of these incredible mangroves can potentially 
absorb over one ton of CO2 over 20 years, whilst 
protecting the low lying coastlines from stormy weather 
and tsunamis, and nurturing the fish population.

SUSTAINABILITY
Our passion for riding, technology, and innovation 
inspired by nature, along with our continued exploration 
of new and incredible kite and surf locations, inspire 
our participation in the fight to protect them and help 
reverse the decline in the overall environmental health 
of our planet.
 

In addition to this, our key business ideologies are 
centered around long term personal learning and 
growth, improving the quality of life experience 
for everyone associated with Airush, and treating 
customers as investors in building a great company.

WE ARE INVOLVED IN A FEW 
KEY SUSTAINABILITY PROJECTS:

RECYCLED POLYESTER
Around 36 billion plastic bottles are produced every 
year, and more than 30% of non-recycled plastics 
will end up in the rivers or oceans. We have teamed 
up with one of the leaders in recycled plastic, and 
we now produce many of our kite bags and key 
accessories in collaboration with Waste 2 Wear.
 
Waste 2 Wear recycle 100% post-consumer plastic 
bottles into eco-friendly fabrics. This unique 
process involves turning environmentally damaging 
waste into usable, sustainable yarns. 

ECOBOARD PROJECT 
Our ongoing mission is to develop the highest performing 
directional surf and foil kiteboards on the market, while 
reducing our environmental impact. As an industry first, 
we have teamed up with Sustainable Surf to develop a 
full line of directional surf and foil kiteboards that comply 
and exceed the Ecoboard fundamentals of:

•  A measurably reduced carbon footprint.
•  Renewable, recycled, and/or upcycled material inputs.
•  Reduce toxicity during manufacturing.

Key technologies within the Airush Ecoboards are:

•  Bio Resin Systems reduce greenhouse gas emissions by as much 
as 50% over conventional petroleum-based epoxies, and replace 
petroleum-based materials with renewable plant-based materials.
•  As a base material for our surfboard cores, EPS can be easily 
recycled during manufacture and afterward, whilst being less 
harmful to produce.
•  Featured in our Reflex Bamboo surf range, the bamboo sandwich 
is a non-toxic, renewable material that displaces a substantial 
amount of the cloth and resin typically used to make a board.
•  UD Flax has a third of the carbon footprint of glass or carbon.

ENERGY USE
We understand that our incredible base in South 
Africa uses power created primarily from burning non-
renewable fossil fuels, resulting in polluted air, soil and 
water, while accelerating global warming.
 
In order to reduce this environmental harm, we 
renovated a turn of the century building into the Airush 
headquarters in Cape Town, incorporating progressive 
insulation to limit the heating and cooling requirements, 
and installing LED lighting. Through the installation of 
solar panels and advanced battery systems, we have 
reduced our overall electricity demand from the power 
grid by over 70 percent, and our carbon footprint by an 
estimated 7.5 tons per year.
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Plug & play ease of use.

Instant depower, large wind range 
& easy relaunch.

Single strut design for gusty or 
lighter winds.

Premium all-around 
freeride performance.

Precise steering with 
reduced bar pressure.

Powerful delta hybrid with 
a huge wind range.

Versatile freeride kite ideal 
for progression.

Incredibly stable with a smooth, 
consistent drive.

Easy relaunch with direct 
steering response.

Performance freeride, big air 
& freestyle crossover.

Smooth kiteloops, superb 
hangtime, hooked & unhooked.

Fixed bridle for crisp 
steering response.

Versatile female-specific 
performance.

Direct steering 
& swift depower.

Stable with all-around 
ease of use.

Teal & Lime.

3   4   6   8    9   10   12   14   17m

ONE PROGRESSION

26

Unhooked: 25%
Hooked:  100%
Wave:  50%
Foil:  75%
Progression: 100%

Unhooked: 25%
Hooked:  100%
Wave:  75%
Foil:  50%
Progression: 100%

Unhooked: 25%
Hooked:  100%
Wave:  50%
Foil:  50%
Progression: 100%

Unhooked: 75%
Hooked:  100%
Wave:  75%
Foil:  50%
Progression: 50%

Unhooked: 50%
Hooked:  100%
Wave:  75%
Foil:  75%
Progression: 75%

Teal & Lime.

5   6   8   9    10   12   14   17m

LITHIUM PROGRESSION

27

Red & Teal. Navy & Mint.

5   6   7   8   9   10   12   14   17m

LITHIUM

28

Red & Teal. Navy & Mint. Teal & Mint.

6   7   8   9   10   12   14m 5.5   7   9   12m

UNION DIAMOND
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KITE OVERVIEW

ENTRY LEVEL INTERMEDIATE SPECIALTY

KITES

Dedicated high-performance 
wave riding kite.

Direct response, agile turning 
& perfect drif t.

Interchangeable fixed 
or pulley bridle system.

Red & Teal. Navy & Mint. 

4   5   6   7   8   9   10   12m

WAVE

32

Unhooked: 25%
Hooked:  100%
Wave:  100%
Foil:  50%
Progression: 50%

UPDATED
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CONTROL BAR OVERVIEW CONTROL BARS

Reliable & easy to use 
control system.

Compatible with all 4 line 
Airush kites. 

Easy to reach color coded 
Pull-Pull tabs. 

High performance freestyle 
control system. 

Freestyle specific Pull-Pull 
trim strap.

Heavy duty 1.9mm front 
& rear lines.

Simple, neat & durable 
control system.

Full trim availability with 
minimum clutter. 

Velcro pull strap for securing 
of trim tail. 

Optimized control system 
for smaller riders. 

Small 24cm chicken loop. 

Short bar throw for easy reach.

Navy & Lime.

45 – 52cm - 4 Line Bar. 

PROGRESSION

42

Freestyle:  50%
Entry / Freeride: 100%
Wave:  100%
Race:  25%

Freestyle:  100%
Entry / Freeride:  25%
Wave:   25%
Race:   0%

Freestyle:  75%
Entry / Freeride: 100%
Wave:  100%
Race:  25%

Freestyle:  75%
Entry / Freeride: 75% 
Wave:  75%
Race:  25%

Navy & Teal.

50 – 60cm - 4 Line Bar. 

CLEAT

43

Navy & Teal.

41 – 51cm - 5 Line Bar.

AP

44

Navy & Teal.

41 – 51cm - 4 Line Bar. 

ACCESS

45
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135x40    140x42    145x44 138x41    140x42    142x43

SWITCH PROGRESSION LIVEWIRE 

50 53

135x40   138x41   140x42   145x44 138x41    140x42    142x43

SWITCH LIVEWIRE TEAM

51 54

135x41    138x42    140x43 125x38

APEX LIVEWIRE JNR

52 60

135x40    138x41    140x42 

VECTOR

55

TWINTIP OVERVIEW TWINTIPS

Easy & comfortable freeride board.

2.0 ABS reinforced inserts.

Smooth flex pattern combined 
with a flatter rocker.

High performance freestyle 
& park specific twintip.

Most aggressive & durable 
board available. 

Carbon Nano Rod technology.

Refined freeride machine.

Full flex tips for excellent comfort.

Cross Bracing technology.

High performance 
freestyle machine.

Perfect balance of weight, rocker 
& flex for response.

Carbon Nano Rod technology.

Versatile twintip for intermediate 
to advanced riders.

High rocker for amazing pop 
& landings.

Fiberglass Nano Rod technology.

Ideal & user friendly for a 
young kiteboarder.

2.0 ABS reinforced inserts.

Multi-zone Biotech core.

Ultra lightweight intermediate 
to advanced twintip.

Lightest performance 
production board available.

Quad Nano Rod enforced 
closed cell foam core.

Freeride:  100%
Freestyle:  25%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 100%

Freeride:  25%
Freestyle:  75%
Wakestyle: 100%
Progression: 0%

Freeride  100%
Freestyle:  50%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 100%

Freeride:  25%
Freestyle:  100%
Wakestyle: 75%
Progression: 0%

Freeride:  100%
Freestyle:  75%
Wakestyle: 75%
Progression: 50%

Freeride:  100%
Freestyle:  75%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 100%

Freeride:  100%
Freestyle:  75%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 50%
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UPDATED

135x40

DIAMOND TEAM

59

Geared for the advanced 
freestyle female rider.

Narrow outline, stance & softer 
flex pattern.

Carbon Nano Rod technology.

Freeride:  50%
Freestyle:  100%
Wakestyle: 100%
Progression: 0%

NEW

NEW

150x46    158x49

SONIC

56

Perfect for lightwind twintip riding.

Wider outline & flat rocker for 
early planing.

Smooth cruising full flex tips.

Freeride:  100%
Freestyle:  0%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 100%

UPDATED

NEW UPDATED UPDATED

131x38    134x40

DIAMOND

58

All-around freeride twintip 
for a lighter rider.

Narrow stance & softer 
flex pattern.

Carbon Torsion Control.

Freeride:  100%
Freestyle:  50%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 100%

UPDATED

UPDATED

141x44

SHREDDER

57

Directional wave-oriented twintip.

Surf performance fin configuration.

Roll-away nose chamfer for a 
better surf feeling.

Freeride:  100%
Freestyle:  50%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 25%

UPDATED

UPDATED
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In collaboration with Airush, AK have designed a range 
of bindings that enhance the feel and performance of 
any twintip, by designing components in such a way to 
maximize support, impact resistance, and comfort. 

The AK binding range is designed to withstand 
whatever you throw at them.

AK DURABLE SUPPLY CO. BINDINGS

Directional grooving. 

Dual density footbed.

Pop-up sidewalls.

Enhanced stif f PU 
shell construction.

Extra thick rubber foam insole.

Airplane grade aluminum 
stif fening bar.

Easy entry & exit full Velcro 
fastening system.

Replaceable Velcro straps.

Airplane grade aluminum 
stif fening bar.

Dual molded direct impact footbed. 
 
Rubber molded adjustable tongue. 
 
Fiber reinforced base plate.

Lightweight fly-line 
shell construction.

Extra thick rubber foam insole.

Airplane grade aluminum 
stif fening bar.

Dark Teal

Brown & Navy. Navy & Lime.

Small & Large.

US 6-7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12-13 US 6-7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12-13

6.5/10 8.5/10 4.5/10

Dark Teal  Black

One Size Fits All.

Black & Teal.

US 6-7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12-13
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AKDURABLESUPPLYCO.COM
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SURF OVERVIEW SURF

5'6" x 17.75" x 1.9" - 19.9L
5'8" x 18.25" x 1.95" - 21.6L
5'10" x 18.75" x 2.0" - 23.5L

4'10" x 19" x 2.4" - 24.5L
5'2" x 19.5" x 2.45" - 27.5L
5'6" x 20" x 2.65" - 33.5L
5'10" x 20.5" x 2.75" - 38.5L

5’4” x 17.5” x 1.85” - 18.5L 5’2” x 18.5" x 2.2" - 22.5L
5’4” x 19” x 2.3” - 25.4L
5’6” x 19.5” x 2.4” - 28L
5’8” x 20” x 2.5” - 31L

5’4” x 19” x 2.3” - 25.4L
5’6” x 19.5” x 2.4” - 28L
5’8” x 20” x 2.5” - 31L

COMP MINI MONSTER

66 70

DIAMOND SURF

67

AMP - REFLEX BAMBOO

68

AMP - CARBON INNEGRA

69

Competition & down-the-line 
performance shape. 

High rocker with narrow 
nose & tail. 

Durable & flexible Reflex 
Bamboo construction.

Ideal shape for onshore 
& flat water.

Compact higher volume shape 
with flat rocker.

Durable & flexible Reflex 
Bamboo construction.

Smaller performance shape 
ideal for female riders.

Highest rocker with narrow 
nose & tail. 

Durable & flexible Reflex 
Bamboo construction.

All-around surf shape.

Fast rocker with 
maneuver-oriented outline.

Durable & flexible Reflex 
Bamboo construction.

All-around surf shape.

Fast rocker with 
maneuver-oriented outline.

Lightweight & durable Reflex 
Carbon Innegra construction. 

Cross-shore: 75%
Lightwind: 75%
Wave Height: 75%
Onshore:  75%

Cross-shore: 25%
Lightwind: 100%
Wave Height: 50%
Onshore:  100%

Cross-shore: 75%
Lightwind: 75%
Wave Height: 75%
Onshore:  75%

Cross-shore: 50%
Lightwind: 75%
Wave Height: 75%
Onshore:  100%

Cross-shore: 50%
Lightwind: 75%
Wave Height: 75%
Onshore:  100%
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71

4'10" x 19" x 2.4" - 24.5L
5'2" x 19.5" x 2.45" - 27.5L
5'6" x 20" x 2.65" - 33.5L
5'10 x 20.5" x 2.75" - 38.5L

MINI MONSTER CONVERT

Ideal shape for onshore 
& flat water.

Simple low drag foil conversion 
(90 x 165mm plate).

Durable & flexible Reflex 
Bamboo construction. 

Entry Level: 50%
Freeride:  75%
Carving:  100%
Racing:  0%

UPDATED
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KITES
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We focus on every single little detail, knowing that your 
time on the water and investment into our premium 
products is the essence that drives us forward. 

We have always been proud to make the most 
innovative and durable products on the market. This 
year we refined every key area we could, to move that 
bar even higher.

Technoforce D2

Gradient Subframe

WebTech

Airush Load Frame V4

Unity Strut Connection

4 Piece Struts

Heavy Duty LE

FBI One Pump Valves

AIRUSH LOAD FRAME V4
FEATURING WEBTECH

AIRUSH LOAD FRAME V4
FEATURING WEBTECH
 
The Airush Load Frame featuring WebTech has been 
the key to setting the ultimate benchmark in durability, 
without compromising on weight.
 
By expanding our exclusive Load Frame with WebTech 
throughout the areas normally occupied by Dacron, 
we are able to minimize or completely remove the 
heavier fabric, and utilize the ballistic high-modulus 
polyethylene web fibers instead – increasing strength 
and minimizing weight.

INTEGRATED HIGH MODULUS 
POLYETHYLENE YARNS
Central to the concept of the Load Frame are the 
lightweight Ultra High Modulus yarns, of which 
every single yarn can carry 40kg. Think of them as a 
lightweight web with engineered energy absorption 
under load, similar to a spider’s web.
 
These yarns are integrated into the canopy through 
reinforced taping that allows them to elongate under 
extreme load, absorbing most of the shock that would 
have typically run through the canopy. At the same time, 
they carry the primary load of the canopy, preventing 
stretch, and increasing long-term performance.

WEBTECH
WebTech minimizes or replaces the traditional Dacron 
reinforcement by channeling the broader loads into the 
Load Frame through a web ‘subframe’ of Ultra High 
Molecular Polyethylene (Ultra High Modulus). This is 
featured in key areas such as the primary attachment 
points on the leading edge or the rear attachment 
points, while also being used to support structural 
components such as the center strut.
 
TECHNOFORCE D2
This premium fabric is designed with a high-density 
structure that uses high tenacity double-coated polyester 
yarn in a double ripstop configuration. The double coating 
protects the yarn as much as possible from UV and abrasion 
damage, ensuring that the canopy remains crisp and 
responsive for as long as possible.
 
This exceptional material is used in conjunction with the 
Airush Load Frame, resulting in the ultimate combination of 
durability and performance.

GRADIENT SUB FRAME
The Gradient Subframe creates a more progressive 
load throughout the kite, greatly reducing strain on key 
stress points. Working in conjunction with the WebTech, 
we are able to optimize each model specifically for its 
use. For example, the Wave kite features a combination 
of the gradient wingtip and WebTech for maximum 
durability, whereas the Ultra reduces the amount of 
Dacron to reduce weight as much as possible.

SPS & FBI 
The oversized SPS valve (Single Point Inflation System) 
optimizes inflation and deflation. The Fast Bladder 
Inflation (FBI) features increased wall thickness and 
oversized diameter tubing, thus eliminating tube kink, 
reducing stress on your pump, and enabling quick and 
easy inflation.

FOUR-PIECE STRUT
The four-piece strut has an added double folded triple 
stitched seam aligned with a 20mm wide webbing strip 
to reduce points of wear. This increases the durability 
and rigidity of the struts.
 
HEAVY DUTY LE
By using our Gradient Load Technology on the bridle 
insert points and leading-edge closure (along with Double 
Stitching), as well as Dimension Polyant Dacron, we have 
created a heavy-duty leading edge that supports the 
increased performance demands.
 
UNITY STRUT CONNECTION
The Unity Strut Connection provides a solid point from 
strut to leading edge, to create a stiff structure that 
helps in performance and relaunching.

V3.2 BRIDLE SYSTEM
The key benefit of the V3.2 bridle is that the kite maintains 
steering even when completely de-powered, increasing the 
usable wind range and overall performance significantly 
while adding immense safety benefits. The positioning of the 
bridle attachment points on the LE of the kite, combined with 
the V pulleys result in lighter steering, but direct enough to 
feel where your kite is while riding.

KITE TECHNOLOGY TECH
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Plug & play ease of use.

Instant depower, large wind range & easy relaunch.

Single strut design for gusty or lighter winds.

Versatile freeride kite ideal for progression.

Incredibly stable with a smooth, consistent drive.

Easy relaunch with direct steering response.

Introducing the latest kite in the Progression range, and a 
revolutionary school kite, the One Progression is the lightest 
kite in the Progression range. Designed to maintain the 
bombproof capabilities of a school kite, but open up the wind 
range without sacrificing the easy relaunch abilities. The 
incredible ease of use and lightweight components allow for 
fast and safe progression. 

This is the kite that carved a new level of legendary versatility 
and performance in a single model. The Lithium Progression 
is the ultimate comfort in the hands of a first-time rider looking 
for versatile progression. Suitable for freeriding, jumping, 
looping and wave riding progression.

D4 HD Cloth – stronger canopy. 
Single strut design to reduce weight.
Extra perimeter reinforcing for use in schools.

3    4    6    8    9    10    12    14    17m

Teal & Lime.

Teal & Lime.

D4 HD Cloth. 
Single Point Inflation System.

5    6    8    9    10    12    14    17m

KEY FEATURES

SIZE

KEY FEATURES

SIZE:

ONE PROGRESSION

LITHIUM PROGRESSION v3

PERFORMANCE
Unhooked: 25%
Hooked:  100%
Wave:  50%
Foil:  75%
Progression: 100%

PERFORMANCE
Unhooked: 25%
Hooked:  100%
Wave:  50%
Foil:  50%
Progression: 100%
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Totally new shape for increased 
high end performance. 
Lighter bar pressure.

5    6    7    8    9    10    12    14    17m

Airush Load Frame v4 featuring WebTech.
TechnoForce D2 canopy.
Gradient Subframe.

NEW FEATURES:

SIZE:

CONSTRUCTION

PERFORMANCE
Unhooked: 25%
Hooked:  100%
Wave:  75%
Foil:  50%
Progression: 100%

Premium all-around freeride performance.

Precise steering with reduced bar pressure.

Powerful delta hybrid with a huge wind range.

Ideal for the rider that spends countless hours on the water, 
the Lithium offers premium freeride versatility while remaining 
predictable and stable in the air. The focus on wingtip and 
strut layout in conjunction with the Delta Hybrid design 
ensures the quickest response through the air as well as an 
instant relaunch. With amazing park power, stability, and ease 
of use, the Lithium is simply the perfect kite.

LITHIUM v11

Red & Teal

Navy & Mint
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Performance freeride, big air & freestyle crossover.

Smooth kiteloops, superb hangtime, hooked & unhooked.

Fixed bridle for crisp steering response.

The Union delivers incredible lif t and hang time when going 
for big air, along with quicker, lighter, and ultra-responsive 
steering. Ideal for the user looking for increased jumping 
performance and quicker depower response, and for the 
freestyle rider wanting unhooked performance with the 
usability of increased depower and a more forgiving feel.

Fixed bridle for better unhooking.
Intermediate to advanced all-around versatility.

Airush Load Frame v4 featuring WebTech.
TechnoForce D2 canopy.
Gradient Subframe.

6    7    8    9    10    12    14m

KEY FEATURES
CONSTRUCTION

SIZE:UNION v5
PERFORMANCE
Unhooked: 75%
Hooked:  100%
Wave:  75%
Foil:  50%
Progression: 50%

Red & Teal

Navy & Mint
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Low aspect ratio. 
Interchangeable bridle system.

Airush Load Frame v4 featuring WebTech.
TechnoForce D2 canopy.
Gradient Subframe.

RIDER: Oswald Smith
PHOTO: Kyle Cabano

Dedicated high-performance wave riding kite.

Direct response, agile turning & perfect drift.

Interchangeable fixed or pulley bridle system.

Designed to deliver smooth power and high performance, 
the Wave is your go-to for wave and strapless riding. 
Customizable fixed or pulley bridles allow you to pick 
between a more direct steering and an on-off power delivery, 
or a smooth and progressive gust response with lighter bar 
pressure. Whichever you choose, the Wave offers you direct 
steering, agile turning, and perfect drift capabilities, allowing 
you to enjoy the most the surf has to offer.

Red & Teal

Navy & Mint

WAVE v9 4    5    6    7    8    9    10    12m

SIZE

KEY FEATURES

CONSTRUCTION

PERFORMANCE
Unhooked: 25%
Hooked:  100%
Wave:  100%
Foil:  50%
Progression: 50%
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DELUXE PROGRESSIONULTRA
Lithium, Wave, Union, 
Razor & Diamond.

Ultra only.

FEATURING 
WASTE 2 WEAR 
MATERIALS.

One Progression 
& Lithium Progression.

*Limited Edition.

KITE BAGS
Versatile female-specific performance.

Direct steering & swift depower.

Stable with all-around ease of use.

The Diamond features a refined profile and balanced 
configuration that appeals to a broad range of users from 
wave, foiling, and freeride, to freestyle. It is stable and 
user-friendly, yet responsive in both steering and power 
delivery. Even the lightest of riders can easily get the kite 
to the edge of the window in stronger conditions. 

Ideal for lighter riders.

Airush Load Frame v4 featuring WebTech.
TechnoForce D2 canopy.
Gradient Subframe.

5.5    7    9    12m

KEY FEATURES

CONSTRUCTION

SIZE

DIAMOND v5

PERFORMANCE
Unhooked: 50%
Hooked:  100%
Wave:  75%
Foil:  75%
Progression: 75%

Teal & Mint

D
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CONTROL BARS
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Large Leash Line Feed

Durable Molded Loop
& Locking Tube

Easy To Disassemble
& Change Loops

Easy Untwist Center Line

Freestyle Mode

Single Click In Reset

Bombproof Stainless
Steel Chassis

CONTROL BAR TECHNOLOGY

The Airush control bars have safety as the first priority. Your 
time on the water is as important to us as it is to you. We strive 
to make it safer for you, and to make your equipment last longer.

A completely redesigned quick release system that allows for 
a single-handed release, and reset. The all-new connection 
point sets the industry standard in safety, reliability, and 
usability. The durable injection molded TPU harness loop, 
and locking tube provide a comfortable attachment to your 
harness hook. In addition to the single line flag out system, 
the IQR features a low friction, enlarged spinning handle for 
easier line untwisting. 

INTRODUCING THE IQR TECH
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MODUS BAR END

The Modus 2.0 Bar End creates an extremely 
streamlined bar. Featuring a recessed screw, 
you can easily customize the bar setup with an 
additional 10cm of width adjustment to meet 
the needs of turning speed and response. 

PU DEPOWER LINE

The PU coated depower line makes sheeting 
in and out effortless with reduced diameter 
tubing. This extends the lifespan of the center 
line, increasing the reliability and durability of 
all Airush bars.

LOW Y SYSTEM
The Low Y System increases the angle of the 
front lines, to avoid unnecessary pinching or 
folding of the kite. By doing so, the wingtips 
become looser and move more independently, 
increasing the maneuverability, turning speed, 
and response of the kite. The Low Y System 
also allows for a single front line flag out.

CLEAT

The Cleat bar uses a clam-cleat and rope 
for front line length adjustment instead of a 
pull-pull trim strap. Letting the cleat trim out 
increases the tension of the back lines and 
increases overall power. Pulling the cleat trim 
in decreases the backline tension for higher 
wind conditions. 

LEASH RELEASE

Bringing in a new design to the Airush safety 
release system, not only has the quick release 
been completely redesigned, so has the 
loop that it attaches to, making it easier to 
reassemble. This ensures a safer and more 
reliable release when you find yourself in a 
sticky situation. 

Approved by World Champion Alex Pastor, 
the Freestyle Trim Strap is the hassle-free trim 
system featured on the AP Bar. This trim strap 
removes all unwanted flapping parts, for riders 
doing freestyle or wakestyle tricks.

FREESTYLE TRIM STRAP
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Short leash with clips. 
Updated Modus 2.0 Bar ends.
Smaller chicken loop.

KEY FEATURES

PROGRESSION BAR v3
Reliable & easy to use control system.

Compatible with all 4 line Airush kites. 

Easy to reach color coded Pull-Pull tabs.

The Progression Bar is a no fuss, easy to use, and reliable 
Pull-Pull control system. With industry standard safety and 
strength, the Progression bar features 45-52cm adjustable 
bar ends, which allows it to be used on any Airush 4 line 
kite. Together with 24m flying lines (with 10m and 14m 
extensions), the Progression Bar complies with IKO and 
BKSA teaching standards with the Low Y on the center 
lines - allowing for a quick single line flag out.

45cm - 52cm Adjustable.
4 Line Bar.

24m total =1m leader lines 
+ 9m lower lines + 14m upper lines.

BAR LENGTH

LINE LENGTH

PERFORMANCE
Freestyle: 50%
Entry / Freeride: 100%
Wave:  100%
Race:  25%

CLEAT BAR v4
Simple, neat & durable control system.

Full trim availability with minimum clutter. 

Velcro pull strap for securing of trim tail.

The Cleat Bar enables you to control exactly how much 
you want to power up or depower your kite, and features a 
directional grooving pattern that helps you hang on through 
all conditions with maximum grip and comfort. The PU 
coated depower line, with reduced diameter tubing, makes 
sheeting in and out reliable and effortless.

50cm - 60cm Adjustable. 
4 Line Bar. 

24m total = 1m leader lines 
+ 20m lower lines + 3m upper lines.

BAR LENGTH

LINE LENGTH

PERFORMANCE
Freestyle: 75%
Entry / Freeride: 100%
Wave:  100%
Race:  25%
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Designed for smaller riders, the Access Bar focuses on 
a more compact control setup with a smaller chicken 
loop and shorter trim line. Keeping the depower strap 
easily within reach, which is absolutely critical for riding 
comfortably and safely. The reduction in grip diameter 
is extremely beneficial for those with smaller hands and 
ensures a more comfortable grip while riding.

AP BAR v5

ACCESS BAR v2

High performance freestyle control system. 

Freestyle specific Pull-Pull trim strap.

Heavy duty 1.9mm front & rear lines.

Optimized control system for smaller riders. 

Small 24cm chicken loop. 

Short bar throw for easy reach.

Designed for effortless unhooked maneuvers, and featuring 
a 19mm diameter bar, shorter bar throw, and the freestyle 
trim strap, the AP bar allows you to maintain a solid grip 
through powerful moves and landings. With 400kg tested 
line with extensions has been installed to make this bar 
extremely durable. 

41cm - 51 Adjustable.
5 Line Bar.

41cm - 51cm Adjustable.
4 Line Bar.

Compatible with all 5 line kites 
including the Airush Razor.
Longer length freestyle leash. 

Short leash with clips. 
Heavy duty locking tube.
Shorter bar throw for smaller riders.

22m total = 1m leader lines 
+ 19m lower Lines + 2m upper lines.

24m total = 1m leader lines 
+ 21m lower lines + 3m upper lines.

BAR LENGTH

BAR LENGTH

NEW FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

LINE LENGTH

LINE LENGTH

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

Freestyle: 100%
Entry / Freeride: 25%
Wave:  25%
Race:  0%

Freestyle: 75%
Entry / Freeride: 75% 
Wave:  75%
Race:  25%
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TWINTIPS
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UD Carbon 

ABS Reinforced Rails

Dual Carbon Nano Rod Technology 

Ultra Lightweight Durable Topsheet 

2 x Full Biaxial Carbon Deck 

2 x Full Biaxial Carbon Deck 

UD Carbon 

ABS v2 Reinforced Inserts 

Closed Cell Foam Core

Carbon Nano Rod Technology

UD Fiberglass 

Ultra Lightweight Durable Topsheet 

Full Biaxial Carbon Deck 

Paulownia Multizone Biotech Core 

ABS v2 Reinforced Inserts 

Lightweight Biaxial Carbon
ABS Reinforced Rails

TWINTIP TECHNOLOGY TECH

ABS Reinforced Rails

Nano Rod Technology

Lightweight Durable Topsheet

Midweight Triaxial Fiberglass

Paulownia Multizone Biotech Core

ABS Reinforced Inserts

Triaxial Fiberglass 

HD Grindrite Sintered Base

AR GLASS SWITCH
SHREDDER

SONIC
DIAMOND

APEX
LIVEWIRE

LIVEWIRE TEAM
DIAMOND TEAM

VECTOR

COMPETITION CARBON

DURA-TECH RESPONSE GLASS
FUSION CARBON

Durable top sheet. 

Midweight triaxial fiberglass.

Scratch resistant bottom sheet. 

Full biaxial carbon top & bottom. 

Carbon Nano Rod technology. 

Ultra lightweight top & bottom sheet. 

Lightweight durable top sheet. 

Nano Rod technology.

HD Grindrite sintered base.

Full carbon top & bottom.

Quad Nano Rod reinforced aerospace foam core.

Ultra lightweight top & bottom sheet.

The layup found on the Switch and Switch Progression is 
strictly focused on durability and responsiveness, ensuring a 
perfect combination for all freeriding needs. This construction 
is simple yet effective for smooth, easy, and forgiving riding.

The Competition Carbon construction is our legendary blend 
of durability and light weight in in a twintip. Making use of 
high modulus biaxial carbon combined with our carbon Nano 
Rod technology, this board boasts great pop, response, and 
aggression known for leading our team riders onto podiums 
and to World Championship titles.

Built for the more aggressive rider, the Dura-Tech Response 
construction features our Nano Rod technology and our HD 
Grindrite sintered base for hardcore wakestyle and freestyle 
performance. Making it the most durable and responsive 
technology we offer.

The Fusion Carbon construction features a lightweight 
aerospace foam core with four of our exclusive carbon Nano 
Rods. The carbon Nano Rods are designed to protect the 
foam core and withstand extreme load through the board, in 
conjunction with the full carbon skins, ensuring the explosive 
pop you expect from Airush.

Midweight Triaxial Fiberglass

Paulownia Multizone Biotech Core 

ABS Reinforced Rails

Scratch Resistant Bottom Sheet

Cross Bracing Fiberglass Tape

Midweight Triaxial Fiberglass 

ABS v2 Reinforced Inserts

Lightweight Durable Topsheet 
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KEY FEATURES
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Easy & comfortable freeride board.

2.0 ABS reinforced inserts.

Smooth flex pattern combined with a flatter rocker.

Refined freeride machine.

Full flex tips for excellent comfort.

Cross bracing technology.

The Switch Progression takes the ever-popular design and 
construction of the Switch into a super comfortable board to 
start and to continue your kiteboarding progression. For all-
around entry-level freeride, featuring a parallel outline and a 
refined and smooth flex pattern, combined with a flatter rocker 
for easy planing and amazing upwind ability. Constructed with 
an ABS rail to make sure that your board stays strong and can 
handle impact through the early stages of progression.

The longest running board model in kiteboarding history: 
The Switch is the ultimate and most refined freeride machine, 
featuring 3D deck contouring for improved flex and excellent 
comfort, providing a smooth and lively riding experience. 
The cross bracing technology supports the flexible tips from 
over flexing, and therefore increases durability by orienting 
composite tape diagonally across the tips of the board.

Durable top sheet.
Midweight triaxial fiberglass.
Scratch resistant bottom sheet.

Lightweight durable top sheet. 
Midweight triaxial fiberglass.
Scratch resistant bottom sheet.

ABS impact resistant rails.
Easy to assemble Fiberfil fins.
Matte PBT base for improved scratch resistance.

Full flex tip technology. 
Redesigned 3D shape.
Centralized stiffening. 

AR GLASS

AR GLASS

KEY FEATURES

SWITCH PROGRESSION v4

SWITCH v10

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

Freeride:  100%
Freestyle: 25%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 100%

Freeride:  100%
Freestyle: 50%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 100%

SIZE

SIZE

135x40    140x42    145x44

135x40    138x41    140x42    145x44
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KEY FEATURES
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Versatile twintip for intermediate to advanced riders.

High rocker for amazing pop & landings.

Fiberglass Nano Rod technology.

The Apex has been designed to ride with footstraps or boots to 
enhance performance in both the big air and freestyle disciplines. 
Featuring a high rocker, a stiffer more continuous flex pattern, 
subtle channels, and a Venturi concave, making the Apex perfect 
for hooked and unhooked powered tricks, allowing riders to push 
their limits and improve their techniques.

Full 3D deck shape.
Deep channel & concave combo bottom shape.
Subtle rail channels.

Lightweight durable top sheet. 
Nano Rod technology.
HD Grindrite sintered base.

KEY FEATURES

DURA-TECH RESPONSE GLASS

APEX v6 

PERFORMANCE
Freeride:  100%
Freestyle: 75%
Wakestyle: 75%
Progression: 50%

High performance freestyle & park specific twintip.

Most aggressive & durable board available. 

Carbon Nano Rod technology.

The Livewire is the ultimate freestyle and wakestyle tool for 
boot enthusiasts. Featuring a HD Grindrite sintered base, deep 
channel, and concave combo bottom in conjunction with a high 
rocker, and our Carbon Nano Rod technology. This combination 
of features makes the Livewire the most aggressive and durable 
freestyle and wakestyle board in our range. 

Lightweight durable top sheet. 
Carbon Nano Rod technology.
HD Grindrite sintered base.

DURA-TECH RESPONSE GLASS

LIVEWIRE v7 

PERFORMANCE
Freeride:  25%
Freestyle: 75%
Wakestyle: 100%
Progression: 0%

SIZE
135x41    138x42    140x43

SIZE
138x41    140x42    142x43

HD Grindrite base. 
Subtle channel deep concave combo bottom shape. 
Refined freestyle/freeride outline.
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Full biaxial carbon deck and bottom. 

Carbon Nano Rod technology. 

Ultra lightweight top and bottom sheet. 

The Livewire Team is designed for the high-performance 
freestyle rider, who is focused on the perfect balance of 
weight, rocker, flex, and response. The shape features a deep 
channel and concaved combo bottom in conjunction with the 
highest rocker in our range, making this board a competition 
machine. With the optimized 3D deck, the Livewire Team 
has an insane amount of pop, to assist fast rotations during 
complex maneuvers, aid with impact absorption, all whilst 
keeping the board light underfoot. 

Full biaxial carbon deck and bottom. 
Carbon Nano Rod technology. 
Ultra lightweight top and bottom sheet. 

Deep channel and concave combo bottom shape.
Subtle rail channels.
ABS 2.0 reinforced inserts.

COMPETITION CARBON

KEY FEATURES

LIVEWIRE TEAM v7  

PERFORMANCE
Freeride:  25%
Freestyle: 100%
Wakestyle: 75%
Progression: 0%

SIZE

SIZE

138x41    140x42    142x43

135x41    138x42    140x43 

Ultra lightweight intermediate to advanced twintip.

Lightest performance production board available.

Quad Nano Rod enforced closed cell foam core.

The Vector is designed to be the ultimate boundary bending 
lightweight production board on the market. Ideal for riders 
pushing Big Air and extreme freeride maneuvers. The full 
carbon construction features Quad Nano Rod technology, 
by laying two carbon Nano Rods on either side of the closed 
cell core and a 45 degree biax carbon layer for incredible 
response and bombproof durability.

Full carbon top & bottom. 
Quad Nano Rod enforced closed cell foam core. 
Ultra lightweight top & bottom sheet. 

FUSION CARBON

VECTOR

PERFORMANCE
Freeride:  100%
Freestyle: 75%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 50%
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KEY FEATURES
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Perfect for light wind twintip riding.

Wider outline & flat rocker for early planing.

Smooth cruising full flex tips.

The Sonic is the benchmark for light wind twintip riding, with 
a wider outline and extremely flat rocker for early planing. 
Perfect for the everyday light wind rider looking for a board 
that can get them riding while others are still standing on 
the beach. Featuring the Multi-zone Biotech Core, the Sonic 
brings all the durable and responsive characteristics from a 
standard twintip to create a fun light wind freeride board for 
intermediate kiters.

Lightweight durable top sheet. 
Midweight triaxial fiberglass.
Scratch resistant bottom sheet. 

Full 3D deck shape.
Heel channel for extra traction in light wind.

AR GLASS

SONIC v3 

PERFORMANCE
Freeride:  100%
Freestyle: 0%
Wakestyle:  0%
Progression:  100%

SIZE
150x46    158x49

KEY FEATURES

SIZE:

Offset stance for directional performance. 
Channeled tail for extra traction.

141x44

Directional wave-oriented twintip.

Surf performance fin configuration.

Rollaway nose chamfer for a better surf feeling.

Derived from a love of waves and having an all-around good 
time, the Shredder lets you shred waves, and is also great 
for standard twintip riding. Designed with an optional six-fin 
configuration for that extra surf feel, or a standard four-fin 
twintip set-up for ultimate fun. The footstraps have an offset 
option allowing you to ride centered or offset towards the 
back, with the extra fins for a more directional surf feel. 

Lightweight durable top sheet. 
Midweight triaxial fiberglass.
Scratch resistant bottom sheet

AR GLASS

SHREDDER v2

PERFORMANCE
Freeride:  100%
Freestyle: 50%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 25%
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KEY FEATURES
Full 3D deck shape.
Deep channel & concave combo bottom shape.
Subtle rail channels.

Full biaxial carbon deck & bottom. 
Carbon Nano Rod technology. 
Ultra lightweight top & bottom sheet. 

COMPETITION CARBON WITH GRINDRITE BASE
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All-around freeride twintip for a lighter rider.

Narrow stance & softer flex pattern.

Carbon Torsion Control.

The Diamond is the ultimate female freeride board. Created 
specifically for the smaller, lighter rider in mind, this board has 
a great combination of a softer flex pattern, narrower relative 
outline, reduced weight, and narrower stance. This makes it 
perfect for the rider pushing their limits, without compromising 
its playful character for those progressing.

Lightweight durable top sheet. 
Midweight triaxial fiberglass.
Scratch resistant bottom sheet. 

2.0 ABS reinforced inserts.
Fine-tuned narrower footstrap position. 
Matte PBT base for improved scratch resistance.

AR GLASS

KEY FEATURES

DIAMOND v5

PERFORMANCE
Freeride:  100%
Freestyle: 50%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 100%

SIZE
131x38    134x40

SIZE:
135x40

Geared for the advanced freestyle female rider.

Narrow outline, stance & softer flex pattern.

Carbon Nano Rod technology.

The Diamond Team leads the industry as the only female specific 
board on the market with a 4mm HD Grindrite sintered base. The 
narrower outline, stance, and softer flex pattern allow riders to 
push their limits and improve their techniques when focusing on 
performance freestyle and wakestyle riding. Designed with World 
Champion Bruna Kajiya, the Diamond Team offers advanced 
female riders the perfect performance board.

DIAMOND TEAM v3 

PERFORMANCE
Freeride:  100%
Freestyle: 50%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 25%
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Ideal & user friendly for a young kiteboarder.

2.0 ABS reinforced inserts.

Multi-zone Biotech core.

The Livewire Junior takes the ever-popular design and 
construction of the Switch Progression, and the aesthetic of 
the Livewire. Offering you a super easy and comfortable board 
ideal to start a young kiteboarder’s journey. For all-around, 
entry-level freeriding, the Livewire Junior features a parallel 
outline and a flatter rocker for amazing upwind ability and 
stable cruising.

Durable top sheet.
Midweight triaxial fiberglass.
Scratch resistant bottom sheet. 

ABS impact resistant rails.
Improved performance outline.
Fine-tuned narrower footstrap position.

AR GLASS

KEY FEATURES:

LIVEWIRE JNR v3

PERFORMANCE
Freeride:  100%
Freestyle: 75%
Wakestyle: 0%
Progression: 100%

SIZE
125x38
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SURF DIRECTIONALS
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160g Double Layer Heel Reinforcing

0 Degree Bamboo Center Section

Medium Density Fused EPS Core

160g Primary Full Layer

160g Secondary Full Layer

45 Degree Bamboo Medium Flex Center Area

90 Degree Bamboo High Flex Tail Area

6oz Glass Double Layer Heel Reinforcing

160g Secondary Full Layer

160g Primary Full Layer

0 Degree Bamboo Nose Area

UD Flax Rail

Additional Box Reinforcing

4oz Glass Base Layer 

4oz Triple Rail Reinforcing

4oz Double Layer Heel Reinforcing

4oz Reinforced Standing Area

4oz Triple Layer Heel Reinforcing

150g Biaxial Carbon Innegra Full Deck 

3mm PET Foam Sandwich

Lightweight Glass

Box Reinforcing

150g 45 Degree Biaxial Carbon

3mm PET Foam Sandwich

Lightweight Fused EPS Core 

SURF TECHNOLOGY
REFLEX BAMBOO 

REFLEX CARBON INNEGRA 

Progressive flex bamboo sandwich top deck.

Longitudinally oriented bamboo bottom deck.

UD Flax rail - impact resistant parabolic rail stringer.

Carbon Innegra top deck & biaxial carbon bottom.

Tough sandwich layer top deck & bottom. 

Unpainted rail for increased durability.

The Reflex Bamboo combines progressive flex in a durable sandwich 
construction. The stringerless medium density core with high flex top 
deck and longitudinally oriented bottom deck is combined with a UD 
Flax rail for improved impact resistance.

The lightest performance construction on the market with increased 
flex and response. Our flyweight core utilizes a unique molding 
process to create an extremely light center with a dense outer skin. 
This is then sandwiched with durable Carbon Innegra.

TECH
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5'6" (168cm) x 17.75" (45cm) x 1.9" (4.8cm) - 19.9L
5'8" (173cm) x 18.25" (46.4cm) x 1.95" (4.95cm) - 21.6L
5'10" (178cm) x 18.75" (47.6cm) x 2.0" (5.1cm) - 23.5L

5’4” (163cm) x 17.5” (44.5cm) x 1.85” (4.7cm) - 18.5L
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Competition & down-the-line performance shape. 

High rocker with narrow nose & tail. 

Durable & flexible Reflex Bamboo construction.

True to the name, the Comp is our competition and down-the-
line performance oriented board. The high rocker allows you to 
edge into even the steepest of waves, whilst the narrow nose 
and tail open up the full turning abilities and top to bottom 
riding. The progressive flex bamboo sandwich enhances the 
durability and lifespan of your board while maintaining flex. 
If you need only one wave board to perform in the trickiest of 
conditions, the Comp is it.

COMP v3

Progressive flex bamboo sandwich top deck.
Longitudinally oriented bamboo bottom deck.
UD Flax rail - impact resistant parabolic rail stringer.

Progressive flex bamboo sandwich top deck.
Longitudinally oriented bamboo bottom deck.
UD Flax rail - impact resistant parabolic rail stringer.

SHAPERS NOTE: Ride the Comp 2” longer than the AMP.

REFLEX BAMBOO

REFLEX BAMBOO

PERFORMANCE

PERFORMANCE

Cross-shore: 75%
Lightwind: 75%
Wave Height: 75%
Onshore: 75%

Cross-shore: 75%
Lightwind: 75%
Wave Height: 75%
Onshore: 75%

SIZE:

SIZE

Smaller performance shape ideal for female riders.

Highest rocker with narrow nose & tail. 

Durable & flexible Reflex Bamboo construction. 

Developed specifically for female riders, the Diamond is designed 
to blend speed and agility seamlessly. The narrow nose and tail 
open up the full turning ability each wave delivers. Geared for 
down-the-line riding, the reduced volume and narrower stance 
enable riding stability in higher winds and powerful surf. Built 
in the Reflex Bamboo construction, the flexible top deck and 
longitudinally oriented bottom deck deliver a responsive feel under 
foot, in a more diverse range of conditions.

DIAMOND SURF v4

*Fins & traction sold separately.

*Fins & traction sold separately.
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REFLEX BAMBOOAMP v3

5’2” (157cm) x 18.5" (47cm) x 2.2" (5.6cm) - 22.5L 
5’4” (163cm) x 19” (48.6cm) x 2.3” (5.8cm) - 25.4L
5’6” (168cm) x 19.5” (49.5cm) x 2.4” (6.1cm)  - 28L
5’8” (173cm) x 20” (50.8cm) x 2.5” (6.35cm) - 31L

All-around surf shape.

Fast rocker with maneuver oriented outline.

Durable & flexible Reflex Bamboo construction.

The AMP is our legendary all-around surf shape that combines 
a flat rocker for high speed and control, with a higher curve 
outline for optimal drive and maneuverability. The fuller nose 
aids the low wind performance, whilst the single to double 
concave absorbs chop effortlessly. The AMP sets a new 
performance standard in smaller wave and strapless riding. 
Available in Reflex Bamboo, the sandwich top layer creates a 
responsive feel, whilst the UD Flax rail offers great durability 
and impact resistance.

Progressive flex bamboo sandwich top deck.
Longitudinally oriented bamboo bottom deck.
UD Flax rail - impact resistant parabolic rail stringer.

SHAPERS NOTE: Ride the AMP 2” shorter than the Comp.
   Ride the AMP 2” longer than the Mini Monster.

REFLEX BAMBOO

PERFORMANCE
Cross-shore: 50%
Lightwind: 75%
Wave Height: 75%
Onshore: 100%

SIZE

Cross-shore: 50%
Lightwind: 75%
Wave Height: 75%
Onshore: 100%

REFLEX CARBON INNEGRAAMP v3

A
M
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5’4” (163cm) x 19” (48.6cm) x 2.3” (5.8cm) - 25.4L
5’6” (168cm) x 19.5” (49.5cm) x 2.4” (6.1cm) - 28L
5’8” (173cm) x 20” (50.8cm) x 2.5” (6.35cm) - 31L

SHAPERS NOTE: Ride the AMP 2” shorter than the Comp.
   Ride the AMP 2” longer than the Mini Monster.

SIZE

Carbon Innegra top deck & biaxial carbon bottom.
Tough Corecell sandwich layer top deck & bottom. 
Unpainted rail for increased durability.

REFLEX CARBON INNEGRA

PERFORMANCE

All-around surf shape.

Fast rocker with maneuver oriented outline.

Lightweight and durable Reflex Carbon Innegra construction.

The AMP is our legendary all-around surf shape that combines 
a flat rocker for high speed and control, with a higher curve 
outline for optimal drive and maneuverability. The fuller nose 
aids the low wind performance, whilst the single to double 
concave absorbs chop effortlessly. The AMP sets a new 
performance standard in smaller wave and strapless riding. 
Available in Reflex Carbon Innegra, the lightest in construction 
innovation without compromising durability.

*Fins & traction sold separately.

*Fins & traction sold separately.
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4'10" (147cm) x 19" (48.2cm) x 2.4" (6cm) - 24.5L
5'2" (157cm) x 19.5" (49.5cm) x 2.45" (6.2cm) - 27.5L
5'6" (168cm) x 20" (50.8cm) x 2.65" (6.7cm) - 33.5L
5'10" (178cm) x 20.5" (52cm) x 2.75" (7cm) - 38.5L

MINI MONSTER v3
Ideal shape for onshore & flat water.

Compact higher volume shape with flat rocker.

Durable & flexible Reflex Bamboo construction.

Combining aspects of a surf-style fish and the classic surf 
directional board shape, the Mini Monster is the perfect board 
for smaller waves, lighter wind, or flat water riding. With well-
distributed volume throughout the board and a performance 
rail, early planing and sub-planing performance are easily 
achieved, while maintaining the incredible turning and carving 
abilities you want from a freeride surf directional.

Progressive flex bamboo sandwich top deck.
Longitudinally oriented bamboo bottom deck.
UD Flax - impact resistant parabolic rail stringer.

SHAPERS NOTE: Ride the Mini Monster 2” shorter than the AMP.
FINS: Thrasher (onshore) or AK6 (down-wind riding).

REFLEX BAMBOO

PERFORMANCE
Cross-shore: 25%
Lightwind: 100%
Wave Height: 50%
Onshore: 100%

SIZE

M
IN

I 
M

O
N

ST
ER

*Fins & traction sold separately.

4'10" (147cm) x 19" (48.2cm) x 2.4" (6cm) - 24.5L
5'2" (157cm) x 19.5" (49.5cm) x 2.45" (6.2cm) - 27.5L
5'6" (168cm) x 20" (50.8cm) x 2.65" (6.7cm) - 33.5L
5'10" (178cm) x 20.5" (52cm) x 2.75" (7cm) - 38.5L

MINI MONSTER CONVERT v3
Ideal shape for onshore & flat water.

Simple low drag foil conversion (90 x 165mm plate).

Durable & flexible Reflex Bamboo construction.

Featuring the unique Airush low drag foil insert, the Mini 
Monster Convert is the perfect board for foiling, smaller waves, 
lighter wind or flat-water riding. With well-distributed volume 
throughout the board and a performance rail, early planing 
and sub-planing performance are easily achieved, while 
maintaining incredible turning and carving abilities. 
The stainless-steel inserts create minimal drag when the board 
is not being used in foil configuration, while still enabling a 
simple mounting process for foil use.

Progressive flex bamboo sandwich top deck.
Longitudinally oriented bamboo bottom deck.
UD Flax rail - impact resistant parabolic rail stringer.

SHAPERS NOTE: Ride the Mini Monster 2” shorter than the AMP.
FOIL: Airush Freeride Foil or AK Surf Foil

REFLEX BAMBOO

PERFORMANCE
Entry Level: 50%
Freeride:  75%
Carving:  100%
Racing:  0%

SIZE

M
IN

I M
O

N
STER
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T
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The combination of the larger outer fins and 
smaller centre fin give the rider a loose feeling 
under foot at slower speeds, while helping to 
generate speed and maintain grip as you pick 
up the pace.

Thruster Set
 
Side Fins:
Height: 4.78” 
Base: 4.59”
7° Cant.
Flat Foil.

Ideal Board & Conditions: 
Shorter, wider, wave boards in small to medium 
sized waves, as well as strapless riding.
 
Flex Rating: 
More flex for added pop in smaller conditions. 

The AK6 Hex-Core is a drive orientated fin with 
incredible low-end power and engineered tip 
flex, optimizing high-end control. The Hex-Core 
reduces weight and works in conjunction with 
the engineered flex.

Thruster Set
 
Side Fins:
Height: 4.59” 
Base: 4.4”
7° Cant.
Flat Foil.

Ideal Board & Conditions: 
Performance down the line thruster, perfect for 
clean medium sized surf.

Flex Rating: 
Medium stiffness for good hold in bigger surf.

The 2.5mm Ultrathin traction is the lowest profile 
traction in the range. Designed with streamlined 
grooving, for a direct connection to your board. 

ULTRATHIN
2.5mm Corduroy.
Front & Rear.

TEAM - REAR
4mm Quad | Cord.
6mm Arch Bar.

TEAM - FRONT
4mm Quad | Cord.
6mm Arch Bar.

CLASSIC
4mm Quad Lock.
Front & Rear.

ULTRACUSH
8mm Quad Lock.
Front & Rear.

GLUE ON INSERT PAD
2.5mm Corduroy.
Set of 2 Inserts.

The 4mm Team rear traction features a 6mm Quad 
Lock arch bar, and 4mm Quad Lock and Corduroy 
combination side pads.

The 8mm Ultracush traction features a flexible carbon 
insert between the top and bottom layer of EVA, 
acting as a shock absorber preventing the pad from 
bottoming out.

For a traditional traction feel, the 4mm Classic traction 
offers a comfortable, classic, and reliable Quad Lock 
grooving for a high-grip connection to your board.

The 4mm Team front traction is great for strapped 
in kiting and prone foiling, with a 6mm arch bar 
providing a reference point for your pumping foot.

The Glue On Insert Pad (GOIP) converts your surf 
traction into a footstrap set. Featuring an ultrathin 
stainless steel threaded insert, within a flexible nylon 
contact pad.  

Center Fin:
Height: 4.62”
Base: 4.39”

Center Fin:
Height: 4.22”
Base: 4.03”

Size: 
Medium
65kg - 80kg / 145 - 175 Lbs

Compatibility: 
Futures fin boxes.

Size: 
Medium
65kg - 80kg / 145 - 175 Lbs

Compatibility: 
Futures fin boxes.

AK6 FINS

THRASHER

HEX-CORE

HEX-CORE

AK FINS & TRACTION 

AKDURABLESUPPLYCO.COM
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ULTRATHIN

At 2.5mm thick, the Ultrathin corduroy traction 
is the lowest profile traction in the range. 
Designed with streamlined grooving for a 
direct connection to your board.

• 2.5mm Low profile corduroy grooving.
• Multi configuration options.
• High bond 3M adhesive backing.

MarbleBlack

• 4mm Quad Lock grooving.
• Modular configuration.
• High bond 3M adhesive backing. 

For a traditional traction feel, the 4mm 
Classic surf traction offers a comfortable, 
classic and reliable Quad Lock grooving 
high-grip connection to your board.

White

Middle

Teal

Front

Black

Rear

CLASSIC

• 4mm Quad Lock grooving.
• Full deck configuration.
• High bond 3M adhesive backing.

The 9-piece modular construction of the 
4mm Full Deck traction allows custom 
fitting, spreading side to side for wider 
boards, or spread front to back to 
accommodate longer boards. 

FULL DECK

• 8mm Ultracush dual density EVA.
• Carbon re-enforced heel inserts.
• Quad Lock grooving.

The 8mm Ultracush traction features a 
flexible carbon insert between the top 
and bottom layer of EVA, acting as a 
shock absorber, preventing the pad from 
bottoming out.

ULTRACUSH 

TEAM REAR TRACTION

• 4mm Multi textured competition traction. 
• 6mm Arch bar support.
• Added contour for extra grip and control. 

The 4mm Team rear traction features a 
6mm Quad Lock arch bar, and 4mm Quad 
Lock and Cord combination side pads.

TEAM FRONT TRACTION

• 4mm Multi textured competition traction. 
• 6mm Arch bar support.
• Ideal for strapped in kiting or surf foiling.

The 4mm Team front traction is great for 
strapped in kiting and prone foiling, with a 
6mm arch bar providing a reference point 
for your pumping foot.

GLUE ON INSERT PAD
COMPLETE SET 2 x INSERTS

The GOIP Complete Set features an ultrathin 
stainless steel threaded insert within a flexible 
nylon contact pad, fitted in a complete traction 
set with a combination of 4mm Quad Lock and 
2.5mm corduroy grooving.  

• 4mm Quad Lock & 2.5mm corduroy grooving.
• M6 stainless steel threaded inserts.
• High bond 3M adhesive backing. 

The Glue On Insert Pad (GOIP) converts your 
surf traction into a footstrap set. Featuring an 
ultrathin stainless steel threaded insert, within 
a flexible nylon contact pad that contours to 
the shape of your board. 

• Converts any AK traction into a footstrap set.
• Ultrathin M6 stainless steel threaded inserts.
• 3M high bond adhesive connection.

AKDURABLESUPPLYCO.COM
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MERCH
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MARKETING MERCHANDISE MERCH

HOODIE STICKERS

DESTINATION STORE PATCHES

T-SHIRTS

Logo Trucker Cap

Airush T
Logo - Black

Airush
Logo - Black

Rep. Your Co. Gray 5 Panel

Repeat. Blue.

Spider Tent 4m Beach Flag 4m Progression Beach Flag

One Ton for the Planet By Innovators For Innovators Team Series Primary Branded

Cape Town
6 x 6cm

Hood River
6 x 6cm

Tarifa
6 x 6cmBadge. Gray Snapback AK Original. Blue Snapback

HEADWEAR

TOWEL

TENTS FLAGS



AIRUSH.COM


